Exercise 2: Geographical Aides 地名與地圖

1. Using the *Da-Qing yitong zhi* 大清一通志, locate the prefecture 府 to which the following counties 縣 belonged during the Qing dynasty. Give a brief history of the prefecture and indicate what other kinds of information are presented.

   a) Wuning xian 武寧縣
   b) Kaiping xian 開平縣
   c) Yanchuan xian 延川縣
   d) Wutai xian 五臺縣
   e) Yuyang xian 虞陽縣
   f) Tongzhou 通州
   g) Wujin xian / Yanghu xian 武進縣 / 陽湖縣
   h) Yongkang xian 永康縣

2. Locate on a historical map of the Tang 唐 dynasty Changyang xian 昌陽縣. Give a brief history of it and list the surrounding centers of population for the Song, Yuan, Ming, or Qing period.

3. Locate a prefecture related to your research and describe its historical location for the period you are interested in.